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Abstract

Recent studies underscored the different actions of the Higher Educational Institutions (HEI’s) all over the world in securing the health of the students as well as the academic personnel, and likewise in mitigating the spread of coronavirus or COVID-19. Most of HEI’s closed the schools in March 2020 and shifted their paradigm from face-to-face to distance or remote learning. Mabalacat City College (MCC) as one of the HEI’s in the Philippines resolved this concern through its innovative flexible learning. In the flexible learning of MCC, the students were given options to choose between the Hub mode (modular type) and Home mode (online class). The respondents in this action research were 310 students enrolled in the course “The Life and Works of Rizal”, wherein the 230 (74.19%) of the respondents were from the Home mode of learning and the 80 (25.81%) of the respondents were from the Hub mode of learning. The finding in this study confirmed that the students in the Home mode of learning surpassed the performance of the students who were in Hub mode of learning.
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INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic was announced by World Health Organization (WHO) in March 2020 (WHO, 2020). As response to mitigate the spread of the coronavirus, most Asian countries declared lockdown on March 16, 2020 (Balakrishnan, 2020; Bozkurt et al., 2020), and shifted their paradigm from face-to-face to distance learning or remote learning to secure the health of the students as well as the teachers (Almazova et al., 2020; Balakrishnan, 2020; Bozkurt et al., 2020; Ghazi-Saidi et al., 2020; Goncalves, 2020; Habaragoda, 2020; Karademir et al., 2020; Mukherjee & Hasan, 2020; & Refaat El Saïd, 2020). The Philippines as one of the Southeast Asian countries recorded its first COVID-19 cases on March 6, 2020, and to mitigate the spread of the COVID-19, the Philippine government suspended the classes at all levels in the National Capital Region on March 9, 2020 and later extended the suspension of classes in entire island of Luzon by declaring Enhanced Community Quarantine (ECQ) or lockdown until April 14, 2020 (Bozkurt et al., 2020).

As response to global COVID-19 pandemic, the Department of Education (DepEd) and Commission on Higher Education (CHED) decided to move the school opening to August 2020 and implemented remote or distance learning (Bozkurt et al., 2020). The DepEd launched its DepEd Commons, an online learning platform where students and teachers can freely access their educational learning resources and materials (DepEd Commons, 2020). The Commission on Higher Education (CHED) in support to Republic Act No.11494 or “Bayanihan to Recover as One Act” (Congress of the Philippines, 2020) released the CHED Memorandum Order No. 04, Series of 2020 under the Resolution No. 412-2020, Series of 2020 which
required the public and private Higher Educational Institutions (HEIs) to utilize flexible learning (CMO No. 4, Series of 2020: Commission on Higher Education, 2020).

At the onset of the quarantine, the Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) in Pampanga were challenged on the demands of the new normal; and to cope with the situation, new mode of learning such as flexible learning was required by Commission on Higher Education (CMO No. 4, Series of 2020: Commission on Higher Education, 2020). Mabalacat City College (MCC), as one of the HEIs in Pampanga responded to the demands of the new normal and her immediate action was to place Hubs on the different barangays of Mabalacat City. These Hubs serve as the working stations for the modules where the students can claim and submit their respective modules. The purpose of setting the Hubs at the different barangays is to ease the burden of commuting and likewise to respond on the protocols of Inter-Agency Task Force (IATF) of the Philippines, which imposed Stringent Social Distancing Measures (Omnibus Guidelines on the Implementation of Community Quarantine in the Philippines, 2021; Republic of the Philippines Department of Health, 2021).

In the process, the modes of learning at MCC became flexible because the students were given options to choose between the Hub mode (modular type) and Home mode (online class). This action made by the Mabalacat City College (MCC), was likewise her response to support the “Bayanihan to Heal as One Act” of the Commission on Higher Education under Resolution No.412-2020, series of 2020 which required all public and private Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) in the Philippines to utilize flexible learning mode (CMO No. 4, Series of 2020: Commission on Higher Education, 2020). Moreover, MCC’s flexible learning (Hub and Home mode of learning) was likewise a response to UNESCO Sustainable Development Goal 4 (SDG 4) of the 2030 Agenda that aims to “ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all” (UNESCO, 2017).

This paper presents the implications of the flexible modes of learning of MCC. As mentioned, MCC’s response to the demands of the new normal is reflected on its modes of learning which is composed of the Hub mode and Home mode of learning. In the Hub mode, the students accomplish their academic requirements (worksheets) by claiming their modules, as well as the worksheets, from the respective Hubs of the barangays, where they would also return them. On the other hand, in the Home mode of learning, the students secure and submit their worksheets at the Edmodo and they attend their online discussion at least three hours per week. Edomodo itself is a Learning Management System (LMS) platform. Hence, the paper determines if there are significant differences on the academic performances of the students who are into Hub and Home modes of learning.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The global lockdown occurred in the month of March 2020 (WHO, 2020), and Asian countries like Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and others likewise declared lockdown to prohibit the spread of COVID-19 (Diplomat Risk Intelligence, 2020). However, the lockdown or quarantine drastically impacted the economy, healthcare professional, education, sports, and even the spiritual practices of the world (Kouser, Kausar, & Ghani, 2020; Hur & Fenuwine, 2020; Ornell, Schuch, Sordi, & Kessler, 2020). As regards to academic community, the educational institutions throughout the world due to the Covid-19 pandemic shifted their paradigm from face-to-face to distance learning or remote learning (Balakrishnan, 2020; Ghazi-Saidi et al., 2020; Habaragoda, 2020; Mulherjee & Hasan, 2020; & Refaat El Said, 2020).

Balakrishnan (2020) explored the educational responses to the Covid-19 pandemic in the national educational systems of Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand. The study included the date of the
physical closure of the institutions and their immediate action to address the needs. As found out: Indonesia closed the schools on March 16, 2020 and immediately implemented distance learning curriculum and made the lessons available via online and television broadcast; Malaysia closed also its schools on March 16, 2020 and the Ministry of Education utilized the social media platforms (Twitter and Facebook) to disseminate information to the teachers, parents and students. Similarly, the minister designed multiple infographics to access the online learning; Singapore closed its schools on April 8, 2020 and implemented blended learning scheme (alternate between home-based learning and in-person classes), and offered online learning for the disadvantaged children; and Thailand also closed its schools on March 16, 2020 and immediately resorted to distance learning television (DLTV) model nationwide and to various online platforms. Hence, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand resorted to distance learning and the utilization of social media platforms to continuously deliver education to the children and youth without risking their health and well-being.

As early as February 27, 2020 before the announcement of global lockdown in March 2020, the Japanese government announced the physical closure of the schools. The immediate closure of the schools assumed to re-open at the end of March, but on April 7, 2020, the state of emergency declared to extend the school closing beyond May 6, and the government considered to start the introduction of school year in September rather than April. Hence, during the school closing in Japan, most schools offered alternative leaning supplementals such as self-learning support (sending print materials via email and pre-recorded video lectures shared on YouTube or online platforms), and some schools provided synchronous interactive sessions via Zoom and other synchronous communication tool with digitized materials to boost students’ motivation in engaging in remote learning (Bozkurt et al., 2020).

In the Philippines, the Commission on Higher Education (CHED) in support to Republic Act No. 11494 or “Bayanihan to Recover As One Act” (Congress of the Philippines, 2020) released the CHED Memorandum Order No. 04, Series of 2020 under the Resolution No. 412-2020, Series of 2020 which required the public and private Higher Educational Institutions (HEIs) to utilize flexible learning that included complementing outcome-based education approach (employing various means of delivery and assessment); providing mechanism to inform and orient the learners on the learning management system; establishing means for students and teacher engagement (utilizing the electronic media for communication); maximization of the use of technology to support learning and teaching; implementing grants or support capacity-building programs for the administration, faculty and staff; and prioritizing the health and safety protocols (CMO No. 4, Series of 2020: Commission on Higher Education, 2020).

In developing country like Sri Lanka as mentioned by Habaragoda (2020), complete online degree programs or courses were not common or popular, the primary based of the educational institutions were on face-to-face traditional learning environment. However, due to Covid-19 pandemic, Sri Lankan universities shifted their mode of teaching to online platforms via Learning Management System (LMS). But the greatest challenge encountered by the Sri Lankan universities if the students have equal access to continue their education on the online or digital space. Hence, the response of the Sri Lankan government introduced a loan scheme that provided financial support for students to purchase laptop or computer. Moreover, the challenge of the Sri Lankan universities did not end on providing laptop or computer to the students but the study revealed that the instructors as well as the learners found difficulties in adopting to technology driven pedagogical approach due to lack of proper professional training. In like manner, another significant challenge in Sri Lanka were the lack of access to electricity and the poor IT infrastructure in the remote areas.
In Egypt as cited by Refaat El Said (2020), the survey affirmed that majority of the educational leaders endorsed online distant learning in higher education, and likewise, found that the most prominent difficulties of distance education were internet connectivity and weak IT skills. Similarly, the surveys found that recorded lectures were the most plausible way to deliver educational materials. However, the recommendations of the nation-wide surveys influenced the government of Egypt to resort to integrate face-to-face with online learning (merging on-campus and online distant learning) in all future higher education plans.

In the study conducted by Goncalves (2020), the schools in Portugal closed on March 16, 2020 as response to the global pandemic due to Covid-19, and the impact of the school closure resulted to 2 million students in the basic education stayed at home with no face-to-face lecture. Moreover, the National Union of Higher Education (NUHE) of Portugal announced to implement distance learning and to adapt online teaching (either merely recording or transmitting online lecture), and likewise, the Ministry of Education published the Guiding Principles for the Implementation of Distance Learning in Schools on March 27, 2020. In this study, some lapses like failure to produce guidelines for the implementation of the distance learning by the Ministry of Science and Higher Education were found. Similarly, the Minister of Education overlooked the numbers of the students without internet connection in its new distance learning plan. Thus, it has been concluded in this study that the preparedness of Portugal about distance learning was immature because of lack equipment and skill resources.

Karademir et al. (2020) mentioned that Turkey’s distance learning or online learning response to COVID-19 pandemic was not sufficient to maintain the quality of education. In the study, they revealed that the implementation of distance education in Turkey suffered from infrastructural and psychological issues. As regard to infrastructural, the universities’ learning management systems were not sufficient to accommodate distance learning, and in this connection, not all students afford to attend online learning. In terms of psychological issue, anxiety and stress were encountered due to pandemic and the uncertainties involved in the distance education process. Hence, Turkey’s readiness to distance education was likewise premature like the other countries who were not previously practiced distance learning.

The lockdown for students and teachers in Russia was implemented on March 23, 2020. The delayed of the closure of physical education was due to varying reasons such as lack of necessary equipment at home, use of work computers and other office equipment, necessary documents, holding face-to-face meetings and meetings to agree on distance work, and the prevailing state of mind that digital technologies and tools were insufficient to educate individual (Bozkurt et al., 2020). However, as mentioned by Almazova et al. (2020) even E-learning was normally conducted in Russia as stipulated in 2018 Decree of the President of the Russian Federation No. 204, creating modern educational environment by 2024, the implementation of online learning in Russian higher education challenged the university teachers pertaining to computer literacy level and electronic environment and support. Similarly, the higher educational system in Russia faced a great challenge because of the lack of readiness of the academic staff as well as the students. Hence, to attain efficient online education, the Russian higher education should increase the level of technology and methodological readiness of the university teachers for online teaching and learning.

As response to the global COVID-19 pandemic, all educational institutions in South Africa was closed on March 18, 2020, and to continue the academic year 2020, the Department of Basic Education (DBE) implemented a curriculum recovery plan. In the curriculum recovery plan, the opening of classes was moved to June (from the usual January), and all safety protocols implemented by the National State of Disaster (NSD) due to COVID-19 were observed. However, the response of the Department of Basic
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In this new normal due to the global COVID-19 pandemic, the term “emergency remote education” was used to describe the mass changes brought about by COVID-19 and the other similar crises, to contextualize the activities that arise out of necessity and with necessary haste (Bozkurt et al., 2020). Most of the Asian countries like Indonesia, India, Malaysia, Philippines, Russia and Thailand declared lockdown in March 2020 after the announcement of the WHO about the COVID-19 pandemic. Most of the schools around the world closed in March 2020 and modified their curriculum, and shifted their paradigm from face-to-face to remote or distance learning, to synchronous and asynchronous, to flexible learning, and modular mode of learning. The implementation of online learning or remote learning challenged all academic institutions specific to readiness of the students as well as the teachers; availability of online resources such as computer, laptop, cellphone, and internet; and in using Learning Management Systems.

Statement of the Problem
This action research presents the implications of the flexible modes of learning of MCC. As mentioned, MCC’s response to the demands of the new normal is reflected on its modes of learning which is composed of the Hub mode and Home mode of learning. Hence, the study likewise seeks to answer the following:

1. How may the students’ submission of worksheets be described in term of the following:
   - Complete submission;
   - Lacking in submission; and
   - No submission of worksheet

2. What are the percentage of the incomplete grades in both modes of learning?

3. Are there significant differences on the academic performance of the students who are in Hub mode and Home mode of learning?

4. What are the implications of the findings in this action research? And what action/plan can be proposed to address the implications?

RESEARCH METHOD
Research Design
The purpose of this action research was to determine the implication of the flexible learning modes of MCC. This include the description of the submission of worksheets such as complete submission; lacking in submission; no submission of worksheet; and likewise, the number of incomplete grades. In like manner, the study determined the significant differences on the academic performances of the students who attended the Hub and Home modes of learning. Hence, the study utilized the descriptive research design in describing the variables. The purpose of descriptive research was to describe systematically and accurately the facts and characteristics of a given population or area of interest; and likewise, to discover associations or relationships between or among selected variables (Kothari, 2004).

Participants
The selected samples are bona fide students at the MCC who took the course, “The Life and Works of Rizal” during the first semester of the academic year 2020-2021. There are 310 students officially enrolled on the said course, wherein the 230 (74.19%) of the students are from the Home mode of learning and the 80 (25.81%) of the students are from the Hub mode of learning.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

As previously mentioned, MCC’s immediate action to the new normal brought by the COVID-19 pandemic, was to implement flexible learning which was both inclusive and non-discriminatory. Magsambol (2020) cited that CHED’s flexible learning involved combination of digital and non-digital technology which aimed to ensure the continuity of inclusive and accessible education. MCC’s flexible learning was designed to serve all the students in the community that advocated both inclusivity (UNESCO, 2017) and accessibility (CMO No. 4, Series of 2020: CHED, 2020). In the flexible learning of MCC, the students were given options to choose between the Hub mode (modular type) and Home mode (online class). In the Hub mode, the students accomplish their academic requirements (worksheets) by claiming their modules, as well as the worksheets, from the respective Hubs of the barangays, where they would also return them. Whereas, students in the Home mode secure and submit their worksheets at the Edmodo and they attend their online discussion at least three hours per day. Hence, this action research determined the implication of the flexible learning of MCC.

The respondents in this action research were 310 students enrolled in the course “The Life and Works of Rizal”, wherein the 230 (74.19%) of the respondents were from the Home mode of learning and the 80 (25.81%) of the respondents were from the Hub mode of learning. As reflected by the data in Table 1, 114 (49.56%) of the students who were in the Home mode completed their worksheets (complete submission), 108 (46.95%) of the students were lacking in submission of worksheets (lacking in submission), 8 (3.48%) of the students did not return their worksheets (no submission), and 24 (10.43%) of the students obtained incomplete grades (INC). Whereas for the students who were on the Hub mode of learning, 26 (32.50%) of them completed their worksheets, 49 (61.25%) of the students were lacking submission of worksheets, 5 (6.25%) of the students did not return their worksheets, and 15 (18.75%) of the students obtained incomplete grades. Hence, in terms of submission of the requirements, the obtained data indicated that the respondents who were into Home mode of learning, academically perform well as compared to the respondents who were into Hub mode of learning.

Moreover, the finding particularly to the respondents in the home mode or online learning can be attributed their lacking of submissions with the intermittent of the internet connectivity and the availability of technological resources. Most of the respondents in home mode used smart phones to accomplish their worksheets at the Edmodo and to attend their online classes. Previous studies likewise stressed the same issues pertaining to internet connectivity and availability of technological resources. Alamazova et al. (2020) mentioned that Russian higher education faced a great challenged because of the lack of computer literacy level of the teachers and the accessibility of electronic environment and support. Goncalves (2020) affirmed that the preparedness of Portugal education about distance learning was immature because the Minister of Education overlooked the numbers of the students without internet connection. This issue was similar in the scenarios of the Sri Lankan universities (Habaragoda, 2020). Karademir et al. (2020) criticized that Turkey’s readiness to distance education was premature because of its inaccessibility to students who cannot afford to attend online learning. Hence, the issue encountered by MCC was likewise encountered by some higher educational institutions (HEI’s).

Similarly, Table 1 revealed that the total numbers of the students who obtained incomplete grades, were only 39 (12.58%) of the 310 students. The percentage of the incomplete grades was seemed not that critical or censorious but this small percentage should be addressed to assure the quality of education at the MCC. This finding can be attributed to the issue in internet connectivity and the unavailability of technological resources as well as the readiness of the students on the remote or distance learning.
Habaragoda, 2020; Goncalves, 2020). Moreover, this finding can be also associated to team teaching strategy which created confusion to students during the semester.

Table 1. Frequency and percentage of complete submission (CS), lacking in submission (LS), no submission (NS) of worksheet and incomplete grade (INC) (N = 310)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode of Learning</th>
<th>Frequency and Percentage</th>
<th>N</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CS (49.56%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>LS (46.95%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NS (3.48%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>INC (10.43%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hub</td>
<td>26 (32.50%)</td>
<td>230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49 (61.25%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 (6.25%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15 (18.75%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Table 2, the data revealed that there were significant differences on the mean semestral grades of the students. The students who were in the Home mode of learning obtained a weighted mean of 89.3825 while the students who were in the Hub mode of learning obtained a weighted mean of 85.9605. The obtained $t$ Stat (3.3488) was greater than the $t$ Critical tv (1.9828), which indicated the significant differences. This implied that semestral grades of the students on the Home and Hub mode of learning are statistically different. This finding was affirmed by the obtained $p$-value (0.0011) which was less than the significant level (0.05) which indicated significant differences. Viz., the finding revealed that the students in the Home mode of learning surpassed the performance of the students who were in the Hub mode of learning. Likewise, the finding indicated that synchronous or online learning (Home mode) was more effective than the asynchronous or offline learning/modular (Hub mode). The students who were into home mode of learning can verify and clarify about the worksheets or activities during the synchronous or online class meeting. Hence, students who were in home mode of learning performed well with their worksheets because of the online discussions. Whereas, students who were in hub mode of learning (modular type), they rely only on the modules and on the link attached in the module.

Table 2. Mean difference between the Home mode and Hub mode (N = 296)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$t$-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$t$ Stat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>89.38</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>3.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hub</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>85.96</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.9828</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As observed, the finding affirmed that there were significant differences on the semestral grades of the students who were into Home and Hub mode of learning. Similarly, the finding revealed that the semestral grades of the students who were in the Home mode of learning were better than the semestral grades of the students who were in the Hub mode of learning. This assumed that the online discussion contributed to the academic performance of the students who were into Home mode of learning. Ergo, this assumed that teacher's interventions in the learning process influenced students’ academic performance, even both the students as well as the teachers were still in the period of adjustment with the new paradigm or mode of learning.

Similarly, the finding assumed that teacher's methods of teaching such as the utilization of power point presentation during the online discussion, recording the online discussion for the broadcast purposes, posting the links of the recorded online discussion at the Edmodo, conducting quiz before the next online discussion, and frequent posting of reminders at the Edmodo influenced the academic performance of the students who were in Home mode of learning.
Implication of the action research

Recent studies underscored the different actions of the Higher Educational Institutions (HEI's) all over the world in securing the health of the students as well as the academic personnel, and likewise in mitigating the spread of coronavirus or COVID-19. Most of HEI's closed the schools in March 2020 and shifted their paradigm from face-to-face to distance or remote learning (Almazova et al., 2020; Balakrishnan, 2020; Bozkurt et al., 2020; CHED, 2020; Ghazi-Saidi et al., 2020; Goncalves, 2020; Habaragoda, 2020; Karademir et al., 2020; Mulderjee & Hasan, 2020; & Refaat El Said, 2020).

However, some HEI's specific to the countries like Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand (Balakrishnan, 2020); China, Japan, India, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, Philippines (Asia), Algeria, Egypt, Kenya, Ghana, Namibia, South Africa, Uganda (Africa); France, Greece, Republic of Ireland, Romania, Spain, Sweden, Netherlands, Turkey, United Kingdom (Europe); Canada, United States (North America); Argentina, Brazil, Mexico, Peru, Uruguay (South America) and Australia (Bozkurt et al., 2020); Sri Lanka (Habaragoda, 2020); and Portugal (Goncalves, 2020) utilized synchronous or online learning to continue the education of the students. Hence, previous researches stressed some concerns about the immediate actions of the HEI's which included the readiness of the academic staff and students in online learning; computer literacy level and electronic environment and support (Almazova et al, 2020); poor internet connectivity and weak IT skills (Refaat El Said, 2020); lack of access to electricity and poor IT infrastructure in the remote areas (Habaragoda, 2020); huge numbers of the students without internet connection (Bozkurt et al., 2020; Karademir, 2020; Goncalves, 2020); and infrastructural and psychological issues (Karademir, 2020).

As previously mentioned, some HEI's overlooked the effects of online learning to the students who lived in the remote areas and had no access to electricity and internet. Hence, some HEI's failed to comply on the UNESCO Sustainable Development Goal 4 (SDG 4) of the 2030 Agenda that aims to "ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all" (UNESCO, 2017) and the former “Education for All” or EFA 2015 (UNESCO, 2013).

The Mabalacat City College (MCC) as one of the HEI's in the Philippines resolved this concern through its innovative flexible learning. In the flexible learning of MCC, the students were given options to choose between the Hub mode (modular type) and Home mode (online class). Its immediate action was to place Hubs on the different barangays of Mabalacat City. In the Hub mode, the students accomplish their academic requirements (worksheets) by claiming their modules, as well as the worksheets, from the respective Hubs of the barangays, where they would also return them. Whereas, in the Home mode of learning, the students secure and submit their worksheets at the Edmodo and they attend their online discussion at least three hours per subject in a week. Hence, MCC's flexible learning was both accessible and inclusive which complied to SGD 4 (UNESCO, 2017) and the former EFA 2015 (UNESCO, 2013), and universal goal of education, "No child left behind".

Moreover, the finding in this action research confirmed the advantage of the Home mode over the Hub mode of learning, and found out that both mode of learning had concern with complete submission, lacking in submission, no submission of worksheet and incomplete grade of the students. Hence, to address these concerns, the researcher suggests the following actions: 1) All Hubs in the respective barangay should have someone who monitor and follow-up the claiming and submission of the worksheets; 2) The Hubs in respective barangay instruct the students to have back-up with their worksheets (photos of accomplished worksheets); 3) All worksheets must be sorted upon returning to the respective institutes and make a list of the students who submitted their worksheets; and 4) For the Home mode, the Field of study head (FOSH) should monitor the online classes of the instructors, and require the
instructors to monitor the compliance of the students with the worksheets, attendance on online discussion, quizzes and others.

CONCLUSION

The immediate action of MCC to mitigate the spread of coronavirus was to implement flexible learning which was both accessible and inclusive. Its mode of learning became flexible because the students were given option to choose between the Hub mode (asynchronous or modular type) and Home mode (synchronous or online class). Its flexible learning complied to UNESCO Sustainable Development Goal 4 (SDG 4) of the 2030 Agenda that aims to “ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all” (UNESCO, 2017). Likewise, its flexible learning was compliant to CMO No. 4, Series of 2020, which required all public and private Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) in the Philippines to utilize flexible learning that involved combination of digital and non-digital technology which aimed to ensure the continuity of inclusive and accessible education (Commission on Higher Education, 2020). Hence, MCC's flexible learning attained the universal goal of education, the "No child left behind".

This action research determined the significant differences of MCC's flexible learning between the Hub and Home mode of learning. The finding revealed that the students who were into Home mode, surpassed the performance of the students who were into Hub mode in terms of the following: complete submission; lacking in submission; no submission of worksheets and incomplete grades. Similarly, the finding revealed that the semestral grades of the students who were in the Home mode of learning were better than the semestral grades of the students who are in the Hub mode of learning. This assumed that the online discussion contributed to the academic performance of the students who were into Home mode of learning.

Moreover, the advantage of the students who were into Home mode of learning over the students who were into Hub mode of learning can be attributed to teacher's methods of teaching such as the utilization of power point presentation during the online discussion, recording the online discussion for the broadcast purposes, posting the links of the recorded online discussion at the Edmodo, conducting quiz before the next online discussion, and frequent posting of reminders at the Edmodo. Hence, the finding affirmed that teacher's intervention can influence students' performance.

In the end, the essence of this action research was not about the advantage of the Home mode to the Hub mode of learning but on how MCC resolved the issues on the right to education especially in the time of adversity due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Moreover, the findings in this action research will serve as bases to address the needs in the innovative flexible learning of MCC.
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